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“Creativity and innovation will become the
brightest stars in the constellation of 21st century
Skills” (Florida, R.2006)

Communication and collaboration skills

Sensitivity to cultural differences, openness to
new and different ideas (Partnership for 21st 
Century Skills 2008).

BACKGROUND
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21st Century Skills



Need for a change in educational 
policy and curricula 

Multiliteracies (New London 
Group’s manifesto) 

MULTILITERACIES 21st Century Skills



CREATIVITY:  “the ability to bring to mind 
things that are not present to our senses”   
[…]

“CREATIVITY is a step beyond imagination: 
it is putting your imagination to work” 
(Robinson, K., 1917);

CREATIVITY | MULTIMODALITY | COLLABORATION
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MULTICULTURALITY | CROSS-CULTURAL CREATIVITY 

mul$cultural and 
cross-cultural storytelling 



OBJECTS | TOOLS | ARTEFACTS

1837 | Friedrich Fröbel created 
the 1 kindergarten in Germany

1907 | Maria Montessori “Casa dei
Bambini” (Children’s House)

Manipulation
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SENSORIMOTOR ACTION | COGNITION Manipulation

Through their double function, tools 
can “extend our bodies” and 
“expand our minds” (Robinson, K., 
1917) 
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MOBEYBOU

Participatory design methodology



Transforming individual-mind-and-mouth 
narra3ve construc3on  in shared 
embodied, mul3modal and collabora3ve 
processes of narra3ve crea3on.

MOBEYBOU
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STORY APP India



USER STUDY



School

Methods 
A Public school in Portugal;

6 pairs
7-8 -years old children 
(3rd graders)

EXPLORATORY STUDY



RESULTS Collabora-on | 
Engagement

Engagement - potentiated by 
collaborative storytelling 
And by the action visualized 
on the screen 
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RESULTS Explora-on

Playful exploration



3 Interaction Levels

Narration by “Doing”
Directing 

Acting  
Watching 

RESULTS



InterviewsCHILDREN’S PERSPECTIVES

 

It is for creating stories, we place a block here [board], and we   
have to talk about that piece 

It is for theatre with the pieces, it’s also a game.  
We invent sceneries, stories, and happenings. 
It is a Puppet projector, if we place them [blocks] here [board] they 
appear there [screen]. 

This are images for us to try to create a story, to give us ideas, and 
to help us create more creative stories 
It is for [making] theatre with the pieces.  

It is a Storyteller 
It is a Game 

What for do you think one can use this tool?



InterviewsCHILDREN’S PERSPECTIVES
Is the tool useful for telling stories?

[nodding vigorously with head]: It helps, it helps a lot, we get 
more ideas. 

We have these pieces and when we place landscapes it helps 
us in the stories. And when we used this block [pipa] it plays 
music, and we have the music notes, and we have more ideas 
with these blocks. 
It helps us create a story, when we want to create a story, 
when the teacher tells us to create a story, we have more 
things in our head. 
 



InterviewsCHILDREN’S PERSPECTIVES
What do you like most in the tool?

To place the pieces, because they appear on the screen, 
and always appear the landscapes. 

To see “the blocks moving”, and to hear the music 
played by the musical instruments 

 



CONCLUSIONS



FUTURE WORK

New hardware | Angola Kit 

Hardware | Software
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